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HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, An Angel Held My Hand:
Inspiring True Stories of the Afterlife, Jacky Newcomb, From the bestselling author of An Angel
Saved My Life and An Angel By my Side comes a new collection of moving real-life stories from the
Afterlife that will make you laugh and cry. Inspiring. Amazing. True. Bestselling afterlife expert,
Jacky Newcomb, is back with more moving and inspiring real-life dramas about people who have
had 'a little help' from the other side when they most needed it. Stories include: * The baffling
'shouting' angels who saved Granddad from falling down a mine * The angels who mysteriously
guided the young girl safely through the fog * The angel who wakes a mother to warn her of the
house's carbon monoxide danger * The 'premonition' which saves a young girl and her
grandmother from being shot on a bus * The man who was frozen to the spot so he can be saved
from a falling tree * The child who writes a Christmas card for the 'ghost teacher' These are just
some of the miraculous accounts in this beautiful new collection from one of the UK's leading
angel...
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor Gr a nt
These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. Lenna B ea tty III
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